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Abstract In this article, we aim at reducing the error rate of the Tamil symbol
recognition system by employing multiple experts to reevaluate certain decisions of
the primary Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier. Motivated by the relatively
high percentage of occurrence of base consonants in the script, a reevaluation tech-
nique has been proposed to correct any ambiguities arising in the base consonants.
Secondly, a dynamic time warping method is proposed to automatically extract
the discriminative regions for each set of confused characters. Class-specific fea-
tures derived from these regions aid in reducing the degree of confusions. Thirdly,
statistics of specific features are proposed for resolving any confusions in vowel
modifiers.

The reevaluation approaches are tested on two databases (a) the isolated Tamil
symbols in the IWFHR test set, and (b) the symbols segmented from a set of 10000
Tamil words. The recognition rate of the isolated test symbols of the IWFHR
database improves by 1.9%. For the word database, the incorporation of the reeval-
uation step improves the symbol recognition rate by 3.5% (from 88.4% to 91.9 %).
This, in turn boosts the word recognition rate by 11.9% (from 65.0% to 76.9%).
The reduction in the word error rate has been achieved using a generic approach,
without the incorporation of language models.
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Originality and Contributions

1. In the literature, in the context of online Indic handwriting, there is hardly any
comprehensive work that addresses the problem of disambiguating confused
characters. To the knowledge of the authors, this may be the maiden attempt at
reducing the error rate of online handwritten Tamil symbols with reevaluation
strategies.

2. A Dynamic time warping approach has been proposed to capture the regions
of the trace that discriminate confused Tamil symbols. Thereafter, novel class-
specific discriminative features are proposed from the extracted regions to dis-
ambiguate these symbols.

3. Dedicated to each confusion set (derived from the confusion matrix), a SVM
classifier (referred as expert) has been proposed. The expert classifier operates
on the novel discriminative features.

4. A set of novel features have been proposed to reduce the confusions of vowel
modifiers in CV combinations.

5. A systematic study of occurrence frequency of linguistically similar Tamil sym-
bols has been performed on a text corpus.

1 Introduction

The Indian sub-continent has as many as 22 official languages and 10 scripts. One
such language is Tamil, which is spoken predominantly in the southern region of
the country. The language is written using the Tamil script and is written from left
to right. Recognizing online handwritten Tamil symbols is a non-trivial pattern
recognition problem [1]. The challenges arise primarily due to the presence of a
large character set, complex character shapes and different variations of writing
styles.

The earliest work on online handwritten Tamil character recognition has been
reported in [2]. Here, the authors demonstrated the performance of angle features,
Fourier coefficients and wavelet features on a neural network classifier. A com-
bination of time-domain and frequency-domain features has been used to build
and test a HMM classifier in [3]. A similar set of feature combinations has been
recently tested with a dynamic time warping approach in [4]. For writer depen-
dent recognition of online handwritten isolated Tamil characters, a comparative
study of elastic matching schemes using different feature sets is presented in [5].
Three features are considered namely, preprocessed x-y co-ordinates, quantized
slope values and dominant point co-ordinates.

The authors in [6] consider a subspace based classification approach to on-
line Tamil symbols. Principal component analysis (PCA) is applied separately to
feature vectors extracted from the training samples of each class. The subspace
formed by the first few eigenvectors is used to model a class. In the testing phase,
a test sample is projected onto each subspace and the class corresponding to the
one that gives the minimum reconstruction error is assigned as the recognition
result.

Different strategies have been investigated in [7] for selecting prototype samples
for recognizing online handwritten characters. In order to model the differences in
complexity of different character classes, a prototype set growing algorithm is used
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with DTW+NN as the classifier. A set of offline-like features, describing the po-
sitional and structural (shape) characteristics of the handwritten unit, have been
employed in [8]. The resulting spatio-temporal based features are fed to train a
SVM for classification. Stroke based recognition of Tamil symbols has been at-
tempted in [9]. Here, unique strokes in the script are manually identified and each
stroke is represented as a string of shape features. By using a string matching
algorithm, the test stroke is compared against the database of such strings. The
sequence of stroke labels obtained are then concatenated to a character by using
a finite state automaton (FSA).

1.1 Problem Definition

A systematic assessment of the classifier performances reported in the literature
attribute most of the misclassifications/errors to the presence of symbols that ap-
pear visually similar, which confuse the classifier. Each of the classifiers work on
features at the global level, and so, at times, fail to capture finer nuances that
distinguish these symbols. One way to alleviate this drawback is to incorporate
experts that employ class-specific features to reduce the degree of confusion be-
tween frequently confused characters. Specifically, the article proposes techniques
for reevaluating the recognition output from the first level classifier (hereinafter
referred to as ‘primary classifier’).

Human vision can automatically locate the distinct regions in confused sym-
bol pairs so as to distinguish one from the other. For the handwriting system
to mimic this remarkable ability, we propose a dynamic time warping (DTW)
approach for learning the finer nuances that discriminate confused symbols. The
developed technique aids in extracting the relevant part of strokes for deriving
class-specific features.

Literature has many proposals to deal with the problem of reducing the con-
fusions between similar characters in non-Indic scripts. A two stage classification
strategy has been adopted [10] for Latin script recognition. At the first level, confu-
sions between characters (referred to as ‘conflicts’) are detected using an ensemble
of classifiers. To resolve the conflicts, two different architectures of support vector
classifiers are introduced at the second level as verifiers. Hybrid MLP-SVM struc-
tures have been used [11] for recognizing handwritten digits. Specialized SVMs
are developed to operate on the two highest MLP outputs at the second level to
generate the correct class. This work assumes that the correct class almost con-
sistently occurs within the top two recognized digits from the MLP classifier. A
similar approach has been presented by [12], wherein a model based Bayesian clas-
sifier is employed at the first stage to generate the two most probable classes for
the input character. At the second stage, a discriminative classifier (probabilistic
neural network) is used to reduce the confusion between the two ambiguous classes
obtained from the first level. For Persian script, fine classification of unconstrained
handwritten numerals has been achieved by removing confusions between similar
looking classes at the second level [13].

Reverting to the context of online Indic scripts, there is hardly any comprehen-
sive work that addresses the problem of disambiguating confused characters. Most
reported techniques deal with the problem of recognizing isolated characters in a
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single stage. However, in the area of optical character recognition, post-processing
schemes have been successfully attempted for a few scripts. Shape encoding based
post-processing methods have been used for improving the Gurmukhi OCR sys-
tem [14]. In addition, a lexicon look-up strategy based on bigram analysis has
been proposed by Lehal [15]. Sub-character level language modeling techniques
have been used as a post-processing step to correct Malayalam words [16]. OCR
errors in Bangla have been rectified with morphological parsing techniques [17].

The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the details of
the script and defines the symbol set used in this work. The design of the first level
(primary) classifier is elaborated in Section 3. The motivation/need for reevaluat-
ing the output of the primary classifier is elaborated in Section 4. The proposed
reevaluation strategies are described with sufficient details in the Sections 5, 6, 7,
8 and 9. Section 10 presents the performance of the strategies on two databases.
In Section 11, we summarize our work.

2 Properties of Tamil script

Tamil language consists of 12 pure vowels, 23 pure consonants and two special

characters ( /ah/, symbol /sri/). In addition, the vowels and the pure con-
sonants combine to generate 23×12 = 276 CV combinations. Thus effectively, the
complete character set consists of 276 CV combinations, 12 vowels, 23 pure con-
sonants and 2 special characters. These result in a total of 313 characters (listed
in Appendix A).

Analysis of the complete set of CV combinations indicates that they may ap-
pear in one of the following five forms:

– Pure consonants modified by the inherent vowel /a/ are called ‘base con-
sonants’. A few examples of base consonants include /ka/, /ca/ and
/la/.

– In the CV combinations of /i/ and /I/, the vowel modifier (VM) overlaps

with the base consonant. Examples of such CV combinations include /ki/,

/cI/, /zhi/ and /LI/.
– In the CV combinations of /u/ and /U/, the basic shape of eighteen (out

of the 23) base consonants are altered due to the vowel addition. Examples

of such CV combinations include /pu/, /zhu/, /ku/ and /cU/.
However, for CV combinations corresponding to the remaining five consonants,
the shape of the base consonant is unaltered with the discrete vowel modifier
overlapping with it on top. Typical examples are /su/, /kshu/,
/sU/ and /hU/.

– In the CV combinations of /e/, /E/ and /ai/, the corresponding vowel

modifiers (VM of /e/), (VM of /E/) and (VM of /ai/) precede the
base consonant being modified. Examples of such CV combinations include

/ne/, /yE/ and /kai/.
– In the CV combinations of /A/, the vowel modifier written as , follows

the base consonant being modified. Examples include /kA/, /tA/ and
/yA/.
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– CV combinations of /o/, /O/ and /au/ consist of two distinct en-
tities with the base consonant sandwiched between them. Examples of such
combinations are /po/ , /TO/ and /kau/.

Unlike other Indic languages, there are no compound characters (wherein two
consonants get merged to a single symbol) in Tamil.

2.1 Selection of the Tamil symbol set for recognition

Inspection of the 313 characters indicates redundancy, especially with respect to
the way certain CV combinations are written [18]. In this subsection, we present
the methodology adopted to reduce the redundancy, with the aim of coming up
with a comprehensive set of distinct entities that can be employed in designing
the recognition system.

– As an illustration, we consider all the CV combinations of vowel /E/. In this

case, the vowel modifier (VM of /E/) appears as a distinct/separate entity
to the left of the base consonant being modified. From the point of view of

recognition, it is sufficient to recognize the symbol (VM of /E/) separately
and then append it to the corresponding base consonant to generate the CV
combination, thereby reducing the number of distinct entities for the classifier.

– Similar strategies applied on the vowel modifiers of /A/, /e/, /ai/,
/o/, /O/ and /au/ reduce the inherent redundancy in the characters
to a substantial extent.

– In addition, the vowel /au/ consists of 2 distinct entities- /o/ and
/La/ that have already been considered as a vowel and a base consonant,

respectively. Hence, there arises no necessity for representing it as a separate
entity for recognition.

Based on the above analysis, we find that a set of 155 distinct entities (henceforth
referred to in this work as ‘symbols’) is sufficient to form (and hence recognize)
all the 313 characters in the Tamil alphabet. The distinct set consists of:

1. 11 pure vowels (excluding /au/)
2. 23 pure consonants
3. 23 base consonants
4. 23 CV combinations of /i/

5. 23 CV combinations of /I/

6. 23 CV combinations of /u/

7. 23 CV combinations of /U/

8. 6 Additional symbols ( (VM of /A/) , (VM of /e/) , (VM of /E/),

(VM of /ai/), /ah/ and /sri/.)

3 Design of the Primary SVM classifier

In this section, we present the details of the primary recognition framework used
in our experiments. The recognizer has been designed to classify isolated symbols
from online handwritten Tamil data. In the International Workshop on Hand-
writing Recognition (IWFHR) 2006, HP Labs India released a corpus comprising
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

Fig. 1 Online handwritten samples of a few Tamil symbols from the IWFHR database. (a)
Vowels. (b) Pure consonants. (c) Base Consonants. (d) CV combinations of /i/. (e) CV com-
binations of /I/. (f) CV combinations of /u/. (g) CV combinations of /U/.

isolated online Tamil symbols for research [19]. This database, (hereinafter re-
ferred to as IWFHR Database) comprises 50,385 training samples and 26,926 test
samples. The entire training data from this database has been used to train the
primary classifier. Figure 1 presents some samples from the IWFHR database.

As far as the choice of the primary classifier is concerned, we prefer the one
that gives a good generalization performance on data not seen during training.
Amongst the various classifiers discussed in the literature for online Tamil script
recognition, the SVM qualifies to be apt in this respect. This classifier works on
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features that have a fixed dimension. In the following subsections, we provide an
outline of the feature vector used in the training step and the details of the primary
classifier.

3.1 Feature description

The online handwritten symbol, captured from the digitizer, is a sequence of x-
y coordinates with pen-up and pen-down events. The pre-processing [5,6] step,
applied prior to recognition, compensates for variations in time, scale and velocity.
It comprises 3 steps : (1) smoothing (2) normalization (3) resampling. The final
result of pre-processing is a new sequence of points {xi, yi}nP

i=1 regularly spaced in
arc length. A feature vector is constructed from this sequence as

x = (x1, x2....xnP , y1, y2, .....ynP ) (1)

The vector x is referred as the ‘concatenated x-y coordinates’ in this work. We ex-
perimented with varying number of resampled points and observed that nP = 60
is quite sufficient in capturing the shape of the character including points of high
curvature.

3.2 Support Vector Machines

The SVM classifier [20] is a supervised method used for two-class pattern classifica-
tion problems. Suppose a training data set comprises pairs {(xi, li), 1 ≤ i ≤ NTr},
where each input vector xi ∈ ℜd is assigned to li. The value of li corresponds to
one of the binary labels {−1,+1}. The SVM minimizes the cost function

J(w) =
1

2
wTw (2)

subject to the constraints
li(xi.w+ b) ≥ +1 (3)

Here w is the weight vector and b is the bias term. The above equations apply to
the scenario where training samples are linearly separable. Whenever the classes
to be recognized are not linearly separable, the cost function is reformulated by
introducing slack variables ξi ≥ 0 i = 1, 2, ...NTr. The SVM now finds w to
minimize

J(w) =
1

2
wTw+ C

NTr∑
i=1

ξi (4)

subject to
li(xi.w+ b) ≥ +1− ξi (5)

The constant C is a regularization parameter. When the decision function is non-
linear, the above scheme cannot be used directly. For such cases, the SVM maps
the training data from ℜd to a higher dimensional feature space H, via a mapping
function ϕ : ℜd → H. In this feature space H, the data may be linearly sepa-
rable. In practice, the so-called ‘kernel-trick’ is used wherein, a kernel defined by
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K(x,xi) = ϕ(x)ϕ(xi) is used to construct the optimal hyperplane in H without
considering the mapping function ϕ(x) explicitly. For our work, we have used the
Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel defined as

K(x,xi) = exp(−γ∥x− xi∥2) γ ≥ 0 (6)

SVMs for multi-class recognition problems are realized by combining several
two-class SVMs [21] by the one-versus-one (OVO) technique. Here, for a c-class
problem, c(c − 1)/2 two-class SVMs are constructed. A two-class SVM Cij , i < j
is trained using samples from classes i and j, containing positive and negative
samples, respectively. Whenever the decision function value for a test sample is
positive from Cij , the vote for class i is incremented by one. Otherwise, the vote for
class j is increased by one. The sample is assigned to the class with the maximum
number of votes. The concatenated x-y features x (refer Eqn 1) are fed as input
to the SVM classifier.

The performance of the SVM classifier is largely dependent on the selection
of the parameters. The samples corresponding to the 155 symbols in the IWFHR
training set are employed to obtain the model parameters. The RBF function
(defined in Equation 6) is used as the kernel in our experimentation. We have
employed the LIB-SVM software [22] for learning the SVM model parameters. A
recognition performance of 86% is achieved on the IWFHR test set with parameters
C = 5 and γ=0.2. The kernel and the corresponding parameters are optimally set
after performing five-fold cross validation experiments on the IWFHR training
data.

4 Need for reevaluation strategies

While considering the need to reevaluate a Tamil symbol, two aspects are taken
into account.

– Its frequency of occurrence in a large Tamil text corpus.
– The extent to which it gets confused with another symbol by the primary

classifier. The confusions are analyzed from the confusion matrix. This matrix
(denoted by C) is constructed by noting the recognition performance of the
primary classifier on each of the 155 symbols contained in the testing set of
the IWFHR dataset.

An extensive Unicode text corpus, comprising 1.5 million Tamil words (derived
from books), was utilized for generating the frequency count of each of the 155
symbols. The corpus essentially is a collection of sentences, wherein each word com-
prises a sequence of Tamil characters. The Unicode corpus was first transformed
to a corpus of Tamil symbols, by inverse mapping from the Unicode sequence of
Tamil compound characters to the corresponding symbol sequences. This is essen-
tial, since the symbol order and order of the Unicodes are different for different
sets of CV combinations as shown in Table 1.

We consider the statistics of the symbols obtained from this corpus to be rep-
resentative of the script. Based on linguistic similarity, the symbols are divided
into 8 groups. Table 2 lists the occurrence frequency of the groups in the corpus.

We observe that base consonants (G1) alone constitute 33% of the total corpus.
In addition, base consonants occur as separate strokes in pure consonants (G2) ,
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Table 1 CV combinations illustrating the differences between the symbol order and the order
of the Unicode representations

Vowel forming the CV Symbol writing order Unicode order

/A/ BC+ BC+

/e/ +BC BC+

/E/ + BC BC+

/ai/ +BC BC+

/o/ + BC+ BC+ ....

/O/ + BC+ BC+ ....

/au/ + BC+ BC+ ....

Table 2 Occurrence statistics of different groups of Tamil symbols, as derived from the MILE
text corpus (containing 1.5 million words)

Group Description # of symbols % of symbols
G1 Base consonants 368387 33.5
G2 Pure consonants 266525 24.2
G3 Additional symbols 191282 17.4
G4 CV combinations of /u/ 104360 9.6

G5 CV combinations of /i/ 99421 9.1
G6 Pure vowels 57858 5.3
G7 CV combinations of /I/ 6252 0.6
G8 CV combinations of /U/ 5105 0.4

CV combinations of /i/ (G5) and /I/ vowels (G7). For multi-stroke hand-
written symbols in groups G2, G5 and G7, the base consonant can be extracted
by employing spatial cues derived from the strokes. For illustration, consider the

CV combinations /ti/, /tI/ and the pure consonant /t/. From each of

these three symbols, we can easily extract the base consonant (BC) /ta/. Thus,
effectively the occurrence of base consonants in the script is much higher than the
percentage denoted by G1 alone. In fact, considering across the groups G1, G2,
G5 and G7, base consonants can be extracted as an independent entity in 67.4%
(33.5% +24.2% +9.1%+ 0.6%) of the symbols in the corpus.

Moreover, we analysed the confusion matrix C and noted that a few pairs of
consonants like ( /la/, /va/) and ( /La/, /Na/) get confused by the
primary classifier in 4 to 6.5% of the cases (Table 3). Due to the higher percentage
of base consonants and possible confusions, it becomes imperative to reevaluate

– base consonants in CV combinations of /i/ and /I/.
– base consonants in pure consonants.
– the frequently confused base consonants.

As discussed in Sec 2, the inherent vowel sound of a base consonant is sup-
pressed by the dot, resulting in a pure consonant. Pure consonants (G2) account
for 24% of the symbols in the MILE text corpus. However, the size of the dot
varies with the style of writing. From the matrix C, we found that the primary
classifier at times interprets the dots to be the vowel modifiers (VM) of /i/

or /I/ and vice versa, thereby resulting in an erroneous symbol. In addition,
confusions arise between the VM of /i/ and /I/ in their corresponding CV
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Table 3 Some symbol confusions encountered at the output of the primary SVM classifier
and their frequency of occurrence in the IWFHR 2006 Tamil test symbol set.

Symbol Total # of # of Primary classifier
pairs symbols confusions accuracy in %

( , ) 349 26 92.6
(/mu/, /zhu/)
( , ) 351 32 90.9

(/Na/, VM of /ai/)

( , ) 364 32 91.2
(/Ni/, /Li/)
( , ) 353 23 93.5

(/La/, /Na/)

( , ) 355 17 95.2
(/ki/, /ci/)

( , ) 359 14 96.1
(la, va)

combinations G5 and G7 (that account for 9.7% of the symbols in the corpus).
Accordingly, we reevaluate

– vowel modifier strokes in test samples assigned to CV combinations of /i/

and /I/ by the primary classifier.
– dot strokes in test samples assigned to pure consonants by the primary classi-

fier.

Amongst the remaining symbols, confusions arise between ( /mu/, /zhu/), (
/La/, /Na/, (VM of /ai/)) and ( /ka/, /cu/). Class-specific features
derived from the discriminative regions of these symbol sets help in their disam-
biguation. Table 3 lists a few of the similar looking pairs with their frequencies of
confusion and their recognition accuracies from the primary SVM classifier.
Given the confusion matrix C of size 155× 155,

C =


c1,1 c1,2 ... ... c1,155
c2,1 ... ... c2,155
..
..

c155,1 ... ... c155,155


let ci,j represent the number of samples of symbol ωi getting wrongly classified
as ωj . The number of confusions for a symbol pair (ωi, ωj) can be written as
cT (i, j) = ci,j + cj,i. For a symbol ωi, the set of symbols to which it can get
frequently confused by the primary classifier is represented by Ωi = {ωj |cT (i, j) ≥
δ, i ̸= j}. In this work, we have chosen δ = 10. This implies that we consider only
confusion sets having a frequency above 3% in the confusion matrix. We denote the
set of all symbols that possibly can get confused, and hence need to be reevaluated
as

Ω =
∪
i

Ωi (7)

Motivated by the observations outlined above, the present work improves on
the recognition accuracy of the primary classifier by proposing reevaluation strate-
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gies for resolving any possible ambiguities in base consonants, pure consonants,
vowel modifiers and frequently occurring confusion symbol pairs.

5 Overview of proposed reevaluation strategy

Fig. 2 Block diagram of the recognition strategy for an input Tamil symbol.

Fig. 3 Details of the proposed reevaluation block. G2: Pure consonant group; G5: CV com-
binations of /i/; G7: CV combinations of /I/, Ω: Set of all confused symbols; b, v: extracted
base consonant and vowel modifier/dot stroke part; ωg : label given by primary classifier; ωr:
label after reevaluation. {ωb, ωv , ωr

b , ω
r
g}: refer Table 4.

Figure 2 presents the overall picture of the proposed recognition strategy for
a Tamil symbol. The trace of the symbol is preprocessed [6] and the resulting
concatenated x-y coordinates x are fed to the primary SVM classifier. The label
of the most probable symbol is denoted by ωg. Based on ωg, multiple novel reeval-
uation strategies are proposed to reduce the chances for the misclassification of
the symbol. The reevaluation block in Fig. 2 is expanded in Fig. 3 and discussed
below.
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1. When the primary classifier outputs a pure consonant or CV combination of
/i/ or /I/ vowel as its most probable symbol (ωg ∈ {G2, G5, G7}), we sepa-
rately extract the base consonant (BC) and vowel modifier (VM)/dot with the
component extractor and derive new discriminative features for reevaluating
them. Let ωb and ωv represent the independently reevaluated labels for the
base consonant (BC) and vowel modifier (VM). Furthermore, if the base con-
sonant ωb is likely to be confused with another base consonant (in other words,
ωb ∈ Ω), we subject it to a second round of reevaluation by disambiguating it
from its possible confusions.

2. If ωg ∈ Ω, class-specific discriminative features are derived from the prepro-
cessed symbol. The reevaluation strategy is achieved using appropriate expert
classifiers, each of which is designed to disambiguate a specific confusion set.

The decision combiner finally combines the various labels to generate the appro-
priate output symbol ωr (see Table 4).

Table 4 Logic for generation of the final label ωr for the recognized symbol in the decision
combiner module in Fig. 3.

Logic to get label ωr Constraints
ωg ωg /∈ {G2, G5, G7} , ωg /∈ Ω
ωr
g ωg /∈ {G2, G5, G7} , ωg ∈ Ω

CV combination generated ωg ∈ {G2, G5, G7} , ωb /∈ Ω
by appending ωv to ωb

CV combination generated ωg ∈ {G2, G5, G7} , ωb ∈ Ω
by appending ωv to ωr

b

6 Reevaluation of base consonants

Consider a preprocessed m-stroke (m > 1) handwritten symbol recognized as a
CV combination of /i/ (G5) or /I/ (G7). The component extractor module
separates the BC from VM by employing the maximum vertical inter-stroke gap
hmax (derived from the symbol). Let hmax correspond to the spacing between the
rth and (r+1)th strokes. Accordingly, the first r strokes, assumed to comprise nB

sample points denotes the trace of the BC and is represented by b. The remaining
(m−r) strokes represent v, the trace of the VM . As mentioned in Sec 3, the number
of resampled points in the preprocessed symbol, nP = 60 in our experiments.

b = {xi, yi}nB

i=1 (8)

v = {xi, yi}nP

i=nB+1 (9)

A similar approach is employed to extract the dot and the base consonant from
a pure consonant (G2). For ease of notation, we denote the (m− r) strokes repre-
senting the dot in a pure consonant also by v.

The reevaluation module for base consonants (in Fig. 3) is invoked whenever
ωg ∈ {G2, G5, G7}. For illustrating the proposed strategy, assume that the most
probable output of the primary classifier ωg for the input pattern is a CV combi-
nation of /i/ vowel (G5). The first r strokes of the raw input data, representing
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hmax

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4 Extraction of the base consonant and vowel modifier from the CV combination /ki/.
(a) CV combination. (b) Base consonant. (c) Vowel modifier.

(a) (b)

Fig. 5 Illustration of base consonant reevaluation. (a) This symbol, which is /zhi/, is wrongly
recognized as /mi/ by the primary classifier. (b) The preprocessed pattern of the extracted
base consonant is recognized by classifier Cb as /zha/.

the trace of the extracted BC, is sent to the preprocessing module [6]. The re-
sulting feature vector (concatenated x-y features) xb is separately fed to the SVM
classifier Cb dedicated to recognize only the base consonants. Compared to the pri-
mary SVM classifier that is trained across the 155 Tamil symbols of the IWFHR
database, classifier Cb is trained using the samples of the 23 base consonants only.
Let ωb be the base consonant label obtained from the reevaluation module. The
most probable consonant from the classifier Cb is regarded as the reevaluated label
and is assigned to ωb.

Figure 5 presents the scenario wherein the primary classifier regards the pattern
in (a) as /mi/. However, the classifier Cb assigns the extracted base consonant

pattern shown in (b) to /zha/ (which happens to be the correct symbol). Hence,

the pattern after reevaluation is assigned to /zhi/, provided the reevaluated
vowel modifier corresponds to /i/.

A similar analysis (as described above) is applied to reevaluate the base con-
sonants in CV combinations of vowel /I/ and pure consonants.
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7 Reevaluation of dots and vowel modifier strokes

In this section, we propose strategies to reevaluate the pattern v obtained from
the component extractor. We adopt a two step process as outlined below

– We first disambiguate the dot stroke from the modifiers of /i/ or /I/

vowel (Sec 7.1).
– If v is not a dot stroke, we reevaluate the modifiers of /i/ and /I/ vowels

(Sec 7.2).

Let ωv correspond to the label of the VM after reevaluation.

7.1 Recognition of dots in pure consonants

In this subsection, we propose strategies to detect the cases of the primary classifier
confusing the dot in a pure consonant (G2) with the vowel modifier in a CV
combination (G5 or G7). It is assumed here that the primary classifier returns the
VM of /i/ or /I/ vowel for v. Based on a detailed statistical analysis of
the dot strokes and vowel modifiers of /i/ and /I/ in the training set of the
IWFHR database, we come up with the two following conditions, one of which the
dot stroke definitely satisfies.

(i) Net distance covered: In contrast to the vowel modifiers of /i/ and
/I/, the ratio of the Euclidean distance between the first and last points to
the arc length is generally small for the dot strokes in pure consonants. This
fact is captured by

dvfl
lvT

≤ T d
r (10)

Here dvfl is the Euclidean distance between the first and last sample points in

v. lvT is the total arc length traversed along the trace. The threshold T d
r is set

to the minimum possible ratio of dvfl to lvT across all modifiers of vowels /i/

and /I/.
(ii) Relative number of sample points: In contrast to the vowel modifiers of

/i/ and /I/, the number of sample points representing the dot strokes
in pure consonants is usually less.

v# < T d
# (11)

Here, v# corresponds to the number of sample points in the pattern v. From
Eqn 9, we have:

v# = nP − nB (12)

The value of the threshold T d
# corresponds to the minimum number of sample

points representing the vowel modifiers of /i/ and /I/ in the IWFHR
training data-set.

From the statistics of IWFHR training dataset, we obtain T d
# = 7 and T d

r = 0.1.
Figure 6 illustrates the case wherein the primary classifier wrongly assigns the

dot stroke to CV combination of /I/. However, on reevaluating the trace of the
VM v, we assign it to the dot stroke.
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Fig. 6 Identification of a given stroke v as a dot. The primary classifier interprets the VM
stroke as vowel modifier of /I/. However, the pattern v satisfies v# < 7. Thus, on reevaluation,
v is assigned the label of dot.

7.2 Reevaluation of /i/ and /I/ vowel modifiers

In this subsection, we propose the strategy for reevaluating the vowel modifiers

(VM of /i/) and (VM of /I/). Figure 7 illustrates the proposed methodol-
ogy. Preprocessed x-y coordinates of the samples of vowel modifiers (in the CV
combinations of /i/ and /I/) are used to train a SVM (denoted by Cm). The
trace of the vowel modifier v (obtained from the component extractor) is assigned

to (the vowel modifier of /I/) whenever at least one of the following two
conditions holds good.

C1 : SVM Cm favors it as the most likely vowel modifier
C2 : The relative horizontal distance between the last sample point xv

l of the trace
of the vowel modifier v to the global x-maximum is greater than a threshold.

xv
M,g − xv

l

xv
M,g − xv

yMg

> T v
o (13)

Here xv
M,g and xv

l are the global x-maximum and x-coordinate of the last sample
point of v, respectively. xv

yMg
represents the x-coordinate corresponding to the

global y-maximum of v. Whenever neither of the conditions are satisfied, we fa-
vor the vowel modifier of /i/. From experimental validation, we see that the

threshold T v
o set to 0.2 is quite robust in discriminating (VM of /I/) from

(VM of /i/).
For the pattern in Fig. 7 (a), recognized as /kI/, the conditions C1 and C2

do not hold good for the stroke v (shown in (b)). Hence, we assign it to /ki/

after reevaluation.

8 Disambiguation of confused symbols

Visual inspection of confusions between symbols, arising from the primary classi-
fier, indicates that they share common structures and are just different in some
critical parts of the trace. As an example, we observe that the symbols /la/

and /va/ differ primarily in the middle of the trace. The confusion pair
/ka/ and /cu/ present structural differences at the end of the trace. In this sec-
tion, we aim to reduce the degree of confusions between such frequently confused
characters, thereby improving the overall performance, beyond that given by the
primary SVM classifier alone.
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xv
l xv

Mg

xv
yMg

(a) (b)

Fig. 7 Illustration of reevaluation of the vowel modifier v in CV combinations of /i/ and
/I/. (a) This symbol, which is /ki/, is wrongly recognized as /kI/ by the primary classifier.
However, it is corrected by reevaluation. (b) Extracted VM stroke with the derived features.

8.1 Use of expert classifiers

Figure 8 presents the block diagram of the strategy proposed to disambiguate
the frequently confused symbols. Independent expert networks are designed for
each confusion set. Each expert comprises 3 blocks, namely, discriminative region
extractor, feature extractor and SVM classifier. For each confusion pair of symbols
(c1, c2), the corresponding expert extracts the specific discriminative region (DR)
from the input symbol pattern. The discriminative region (denoted by ℜ(c1, c2))
corresponds to the part of trace containing the finer nuances of structures in c1
and c2. A set of discriminative features is then derived from the DR ℜ(c1, c2)
by the feature extractor module. The ith pair-specific feature from ℜ(c1, c2) is

denoted by f
(c1,c2)
i . After extracting a set of features for sufficient discrimination

of (c1, c2), the SVM classifier is used for the disambiguation.

8.2 Dynamic time warping for automated identification of discriminative regions
in confused pairs

The first key step in the proposed methodology is to automatically locate the
distinctive parts of strokes in confused pairs. For offline handwriting recognition,
techniques have been proposed to extract from images the distinctive regions rele-
vant for classification in the second level [23,24]. In our work, temporal information
of the trace is exploited to propose a dynamic time warping (DTW) approach for
learning the finer parts that distinguish the confused symbols.

Let (c1, c2) represent a confusion pair. We employ the training patterns of c1
and c2 in the IWFHR symbol set to learn the discriminative parts of the online
trace. Let Nc1

Tr and Nc2
Tr denote the number of training data for c1 and c2, respec-

tively. Each such pattern is a temporal sequence that can be described (after pre-
processing) by {(x1, y1), (x2, y2), ...., (xnP , ynP )}. Dynamic time warping (DTW)
is an elastic matching technique used for aligning two temporal sequences. (For
more details on the DTW algorithm, we refer the reader to [5]). Our focus here
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 8 Resolving confusions by expert classifiers. (a) Block diagram of the proposed disam-
biguation strategy. Experts 1 to 5 operate on disambiguating the confused sets of (/La/, /Na/,
/ai/ vowel modifier), ( /la/, /va/), (/mu/, /zhu/), ( /ta/,/na/) and (/ka/, /cu/), respectively.
(b) Component blocks of an expert.

is to learn the structural differences between the traces of the confused pairs c1
and c2. For this, we employ a DTW approach to match each temporal sequence
in the training set Nc1

Tr against all the sequences in Nc2
Tr. This results in a set of

Nc1
Tr ×Nc2

Tr different cost matrices with corresponding optimal warping paths.
The entries of the cost matrix measure the degree of dissimilarity between the

features being considered. Let (xc1
k , yc1k ) and (xc2

l , yc2l ) respectively denote the kth

and lth point in the confusion pair c1 and c2. The (k, l) element in our cost ma-
trix is the Euclidean distance measure d(k, l) between the points (xc1

k , yc1k ) and
(xc2

l , yc2l ) and can be calculated as follows:

d(k, l) =
√

(xc1
k − xc2

l )2 + (yc1k − yc2l )2 (14)

We note that the optimal paths W∗ in each of the Nc1
Tr × Nc2

Tr cost matrices
is made up of some sections with low values of d(k, l) corresponding to similar
regions in the confused pair of symbols and other section or sections with high
values of d(i, j) corresponding to the part or regions in the symbol pair that are
very distinct. We utilize this property to select the discriminative regions of con-
fused symbol pairs as described below:

We generate a histogram that accumulates the pen positions contributing to
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the structural differences in the confused pairs (c1, c2). This is referred to as the
‘DTW discriminative distance histogram’ (DTW-DDH). We now outline the pseu-
docode for obtaining the DTW-DDH.

Let (c1, c2) be a confused symbol pair.

Nc1
Tr= No. of training samples of c1 in the IWFHR Tamil symbol

set.

Nc2
Tr= No. of training samples of c2 in the IWFHR Tamil symbol

set.

Initialize a histogram meant to capture the pen positions

corresponding to the structural differences in the pair (c1, c2).
In other words, set the votes for each of the nP sample indices

to zero.

for i = 1 : Nc1
Tr

for j = 1 : Nc2
Tr

Match the temporal sequence of ith training pattern of c1 to the

jth training pattern of c2 by computing the cost matrix. The cost

matrix is generated by evaluating the Equation 14 between each

pair of sample indices of ith training pattern of c1 and the jth

training pattern of c2

Retrace the optimal DTW path.

Record the maximum dissimilarity di,jmax cost along the warping

path.

Increment the votes of the histogram for each sample index of the

trace, where dissimilarity exceeds a threshold Td. The threshold

is adapted to the maximum dissimilarity di,jmax measure obtained

between the ith training pattern of c1 and the jth training

pattern of c2 .

End

End

Pseudocode for obtaining the ‘DTW discriminative distance
histogram’.

The histogram has nP bins corresponding to the number of resampled points in
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Fig. 9 DTW-DDH corresponding to the symbols /La/ and /Na/ obtained using their samples
from IWFHR training set.

any training pattern.
For a given DTW match between any pair of training patterns from the con-

fused symbols c1 and c2, we first record the maximum dissimilarity cost along
the warping path. Thereafter, we compare the remaining costs along the warping
path to this maximum dissimilarity cost. The indices (in the warping path) cor-
responding to costs greater than a threshold Td are voted in the histogram. This
process is repeated for each of the Nc1

Tr ×Nc2
Tr DTW matches, thereby resulting in

the accumulation of votes for the sample indices. On analyzing the DTW-DDH,
we observe that peaks in the histogram correspond to the occurrence of repeated
higher costs in the warping paths and hence denote possible regions that could
discriminate c1 from c2.
The threshold Td is set to 90% of the maximum dissimilarity cost encountered in
a particular warping path. We observe that this value is sufficient for identifying
the region of finer nuances in the confusion pairs. It is worth clarifying that the
value Td is an adaptive threshold that varies with the maximum dissimilarity cost
obtained in each of the Nc1

Tr ×Nc2
Tr warping paths. If we denote di,jmax to describe

the maximum dissimilarity cost obtained while matching the ith training pattern
of c1 to the jth training pattern of c2, Td for this pair = 0.9× di,jmax.

Figure 9 presents the DTW-DDH obtained from the training samples of the
confusion set ( /La/, /Na/). The sample index corresponding to the bin
having the maximum number of votes gives rise to the maximum peak in the his-
togram. This is a broad peak. Around this peak, a window of samples is considered
to describe the part of trace distinguishing the confusion pair c1 and c2. This, in
turn, forms the discriminative region (DR) ℜ(c1, c2).

However, owing to different styles of writing, different transients occur at the
start and/or end of the online trace, creating minor spurious peaks at the start
and/or end of the DTW-DDH. Such minor peaks, that correspond to the votes of
the first and last sample indices in the DTW-DDH, are not included for analysis.
From the DTW-DDH of the symbols /La/ and /Na/, we observe that the
main peak occurs in the middle region, thereby indicating that the discriminative
region lies in the middle part of the trace. Specific to each (c1, c2) , we define an
identifiable attention point in ℜ(c1, c2), with respect to which the discriminative
features are derived. The window of sample points centered around an attention
point is referred to as the ‘region of attention’.
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9 Description of the various experts

We have proposed techniques for disambiguating the following sets of confused
symbols on a case-by-case basis [1]. As shown in Fig. 8, each confusion pair is
exclusively handled by a dedicated expert. The SVM model file for each expert is
learnt by using the training samples from the IWFHR database, corresponding to
the confused pair under consideration.

1. ( /La/, /Na/, (VM of /ai/))
2. ( /la/, /va/)
3. ( /mu/, /zhu/)

4. ( /ta/, /na/)
5. ( /ka/, /cu/)

However,owing to space constraints, we restrict in this article to describe the dis-
criminative features for two confusions namely ( /La/, ) /Na/ and ( /la/, /va/).

9.1 Expert 1: Consonants /La/ and /Na/

From Fig. 10(c), the features derived from the middle part of the trace describe
the finer nuances in /La/ and /Na/. The peaks at the start of the trace
in DTW-DDH are ignored since they arise due to the variations in writing styles.
Accordingly, let

ℜ( , ) = {(xi, yi)}45i=16 (15)

be the DR selected by the expert 1. From the region of attention around the atten-
tion point a1 in ℜ( /La/, /Na/) , corresponding to the first local y-minimum,
the following features are defined (see Fig. 10 (d) and (e)).

1.

f
( , )
1 = xa1−1 − xa1+1 (16)

From statistics, we observe that for all samples of /Na/, f
( , )
1 > 0,

whereas it is not always true for samples of .
2. The angle between successive pen directions at a1 is used as a feature

f
( , )
2 = cos−1 vT1 v2

∥v1∥∥v2∥
(17)

where

v1 = (xa1 − xa1−1, ya1 − ya1−1)

v2 = (xa1+1 − xa1 , ya1+1 − ya1) (18)

The values of f
( , )
2 are higher for samples of than for .

3. Consider the region of attention of size 7 centered at a1. In this region, we
compute three distances.

dj = dist [(xa1−j,ya1−j) (xa1+j,ya1+j)] for j=1,2,3
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Fig. 10 Disambiguation of consonants /La/ and /Na/. (a) A sample of /La/. (b) A sample of
/Na/. (c) DTW-DDH for this pair. (d) ℜ for /La/. (e) ℜ for /Na/. Features for discriminating
these 2 consonants are derived from the region around the attention point a1. Direction of the
trace is indicated with arrows.

Accordingly, we define the feature

f
( , )
3 =

3∑
j=1

d2j (19)

The values of f
( , )
3 are higher for than for .

9.2 Expert 2: Consonants /la/ and /va/

The DTW-DDH between the consonants /la/ and /va/ is shown in Fig. 11
(c). We observe that the middle part of the trace primarily discriminates between
them. Accordingly, we select the DR as

ℜ( , ) = {(xi, yi)}50i=16 (20)

The expert 2 is invoked by the selector for the disambiguation. A 4-dimensional
feature vector constructed using the region of attention around attention point
a2 corresponding to the first local y-minimum, is robust in disambiguating the
symbols (see Fig. 11 (d) and (e)).
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Fig. 11 Disambiguation of consonants /la/ and /va/. (a) A sample of /la/. (b) A sample of
/va/. (c) DTW-DDH for this pair. (d) ℜ for /la/. (e) ℜ for /va/. Features for discriminating
these 2 consonants are derived from the region of attention around a2. Direction of trace are
indicated with arrows.

1. We define the first two discriminative features as,

f
( , )
1 = xa2+1 − xa2 (21)

f
( , )
2 = xa2 − xa2−1 (22)

From statistics, f
( , )
1 > 0 and f

( , )
2 > 0 applies to a higher percentage

of samples of symbol .
2. The anti-clockwise angles with respect to the horizontal direction made by the

trace between successive pairs in {(xi, yi)}a2

i=a2−5 are accumulated and used as
a feature. Let Θi denote the angle made by the segment (xi+1, yi+1)− (xi, yi).
We define the feature

f
( , )
3 =

∑
i

Θi (23)

where

Θi = tan−1 yi+1 − yi
xi+1 − xi

(24)

The value of Θi lies between 0o to 360o. We note that f
( , )
3 is higher for

the symbol than for .
3. We extract the part of the trace, whose y-coordinates lie in the range [ya2 , ya2+

ϵ]. The variance of the x -coordinates in this range (higher for symbol than

for ) is utilized as the feature f
( , )
4 . In order to adequately capture the

discriminability of the variance, the value of ϵ is set to 0.1.
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Fig. 12 Block diagram of the feedback based segmentation strategy. The segmentation is
accomplished using 2 modules namely : Dominant overlap criterion segmentation (DOCS)
followed by Attention feedback segmentation (AFS).

10 Results and discussion

We evaluated the performance of the proposed reevaluation strategies on the
IWFHR test dataset and on the symbols segmented from a word database. The
Tamil words have been collected using a custom application running on a tablet
PC. During the data collection phase, we ensured that all the writers are native
Tamil speakers, who currently write in that language, at least irregularly. High
school students from across 6 educational institutions in the Indian state of Tamil
Nadu contributed in building the word data-base, comprising 10000 words. Prior
to the recognition step, we segmented each word to a set of valid symbols using
an attention feedback strategy that we proposed earlier in [26].

The following three subsections are oganized as follows: Subsection 10.1 pro-
vides a brief overview of the segmentation methodology adopted from [26]. In
subsections 10.2 and 10.3, we present the results of the reevaluation strategies on
the IWFHR test dataset and segmented symbols of the word database.

10.1 Attention feedback based segmentation

In this section, we present an overall view of the recognition strategy adopted. For
more details of the same, we refer the reader to the work [26]. The segmentation
technique consists of 2 modules and is depicted in Figure 12. For a multi-stroke
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Tamil symbol, there is high degree of horizontal x-overlap between the strokes
of the same symbol. In the first module of the segmentation scheme, referred to
as the ‘Dominant Overlap Criterion Segmentation’ (DOCS), we generate a set of
stroke groups from the input Tamil word. Ideally, we expect the stroke groups from
the DOCS to correspond to valid Tamil symbols. However, at times, based on the
overlap threshold, the DOCS module sometimes gives rise to stroke groups, that
are either (a) a part of a valid symbol or (b) merger of valid symbols. These stroke
groups lead to segmentation errors and affect the performance of the recognition
system.

In order to improve the segmentation performance beyond that given by the
DOCS module, we use a second module -‘Attention feedback segmentation’ (AFS).
The AFS module consists of 2 units - attention unit and feedback unit. Different
sets of features (inter-stroke displacement and number of dominant points) are
separately derived to detect under-segmented and over-segmented stroke groups
respectively in the attention unit. ‘Attention’ on these features selects only a subset
of the generated stroke groups for subsequent analysis. Only stroke groups, sus-
pected to be incorrectly segmented are fed to the feedback unit. In the feedback
unit, a decision is made on whether or not to proceed in correcting the possible
segmentation error in the stroke group. Our segmentation procedure is thus unique
in a way, that feedbacks are invoked from recognition probability estimates and
statistics of spatial features (inter stroke gaps) to correct any wrong segmentation.
Whenever the feedback unit favors a correction, the segmentation is refined by re-
arranging the strokes within or even outside the stroke group under consideration.
The AFS module segments the word to a set of valid symbols, that are then sub-
sequently recognized using a SVM classifier, to generate the output word.

The segmentation accuracy (reported as a percentage) is used for the perfor-
mance evaluation [26]. For a set of t words being tested, we define the following
with respect to the ith word,

– N i
M - Actual number of valid symbols/stroke groups obtained with manual

segmentation
– N i

D - Number of stroke groups corresponding to valid symbols, obtained from
the DOCS module alone

– N i
A - Number of stroke groups corresponding to valid symbols, obtained from

the AFS module

Accordingly, the symbol level segmentation accuracy from the DOCS module alone
is obtained as (

∑t
i=1 N

i
D/

∑t
i=1 N

i
M ) ∗ 100

In a similar way, the accuracy (at symbol level) after the DOCS+AFS module
is computed from (

∑t
i=1 N

i
A/

∑t
i=1 N

i
M ) ∗ 100

For our experiments, we have t = 10000 and
∑t

i=1 N
i
M = 53246 (we test the

segmentation on a set of 10000 words, comprising 53,246 symbols). The symbol
level segmentation accuracy of the DOCS module is 98.1% on these words, which
improves to 99.7%, after the application of the AFS module. The improvement in
segmentation accuracy , in turn increases the symbol recognition accuracy from
83.9% to 88.4%.
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Table 5 Performance evaluation of the base consonant reevaluation strategy on the valid
symbols of the test set of IWFHR database.

Group G2 G5 G7

# of test symbols 3990 3995 3972
# of base consonants incorrectly
recognized by primary classifier 194 238 192

# of errors corrected
by reevaluation 123 160 122

Error reduction in (%) 63.4 67.3 63.5
% of base consonants correctly
recognized by primary classifier 95.1 94 95.2
% of base consonants correctly
recognized by reevaluation 98.2 98.0 98.2

10.2 Performance evaluation of the reevaluation strategies on the IWFHR test set

Each of the experiments discussed in this section focuses on demonstrating the
improvement in the recognition performance of the primary classifier with a pro-
posed reevaluation technique.

As our first experiment, we reevaluate the base consonants in multi-stroke CV
combinations of /i/ and /I/ vowels (G5, G7) and in pure consonants (G2)
using the strategy described in Sec 6. We notice that 63.4%, 67.3% and 63.5% of
the errors in the base consonants have been corrected in the groups G2, G5 and
G7 respectively (Table 5). The errors that remain uncorrected arise mainly due to

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 13 Illustration of a pattern for which reevaluation of the base consonant fails. (a) This
pattern, which is /ni/ (shown in Fig (c)), gets wrongly recognized as /Ri/. (b) Extracted base
consonant which is recognized as /Ra/ (shown in Fig (d)). (c) A printed sample of /ni/ for
reference. (d) A printed sample of /Ra/ for reference.

samples that appear quite ambiguous. Consider the test sample shown in Fig. 13

(a), that is ground-truthed as the symbol /ni/ (displayed in (c)). We observe
that the sharp corner of the trace has been smoothed out while writing, making

this pattern to appear more like /Ri/. The SVM corroborates our intuition by
favoring the symbol /Ra/ to the extracted base consonant after reevaluation,
thereby giving rise to an error (refer sub-figures (b) and (d)).
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Table 6 Performance evaluation of the dot recognition strategy on the recognition perfor-
mance of pure consonants in the IWFHR test set.

Group G2

# of test symbols 3990
# of dot strokes incorrectly

recognized by primary classifier 35
# of errors corrected

by reevaluation 28
Error reduction in (%) 80

% of dot strokes correctly
recognized by primary classifier 99.1

% of dot strokes correctly
recognized after reevaluation 99.8

Table 7 Performance evaluation of the reevaluation strategy on the recognition accuracy for
vowel modifiers of /i/ and /I/ in the IWFHR test set.

Group G5 G7

# of test symbols 3995 3972
# of vowel modifiers incorrectly
recognized by primary classifier 105 44

# of errors corrected 95 33
by reevaluation

Error reduction in (%) 90.5 75
% of vowel modifiers correctly
recognized by primary classifier 97.3 98.9
% of vowel modifiers correctly
recognized after reevaluation 99.7 99.8

The second experiment demonstrates the robustness of the techniques pro-
posed for reevaluating the stroke v (extracted by the component extractor). We
observe from Table 6 that 80% of the dot strokes in pure consonants wrongly
recognized by the primary SVM as the vowel modifier of /i/ and /I/ have
been corrected by the criteria in Sec 7.1. This takes the correct dot recognition
performance in pure consonants from 99.1% to 99.8%. On reevaluating the vowel
modifiers of /i/ and /I/ for a given base consonant (refer Sec 7.2), an average
of 86% of vowel modifiers wrongly recognized by the primary SVM get corrected
(Table 7). This incidentally raises the /i/ and /I/ vowel modifier recognition rate
from 98.1% to 99.7%.

As discussed in Sec 8, for a given confusion pair, a particular expert is selected
to work on the class-specific features defined in the DR ℜ. We now proceed in
demonstrating the efficacy of these features. For each of the frequently confused
pairs (c1, c2), two different feature sets are separately explored for the reevalua-
tion by the selected expert. The first feature vector comprises the concatenated
x-y coordinates of the DR ℜ(c1, c2). The other feature vector is derived using the
localized features for the confusion pair, as described in Sec 9. From the recogni-
tion accuracies in the third and fourth columns of Table 8, we observe that, for
each confusion pair, the proposed localized features perform better than the x-y

features, except for the pair ( /ki/, /ci/), where the performance remains the
same.
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Table 8 Illustration of the reduction in error rate on some of the confused pairs of the IWFHR
test set with reevaluation. The numbers presented are in %.

Confusion Primary Disambiguation Disambiguation Error reduction with
Pair classifier with with proposed local features (in %)

recognition x-y features local features over primary
rate over ℜ over ℜ classifier

( , ) 96.1 97.2 98.6 64
(/la/, /va/)
( , ) 93.5 94.9 98 69

(/La/, /Na/)

( , ) 92.6 95.1 98 73
(/mu/, /zhu/)

( , ) 91.2 95.3 97.6 73
(/Ni/, /Li/)

( , ) 95.2 98.9 98.9 77
(/ki/, /ci/)

The increase in the recognition performance is significant for the symbols

( /La/, /Na/) 3.1%,
( /mu/, /zhu/) 2.9%,

( /Na/, (VM of /ai/)) 2.3%
( /la/, /va/) 1.4%

For each of the above symbols, we compare the dimensionality of the proposed fea-
tures to that of the concatenated x-y features. As an illustration, consider the DR
ℜ( , ) employed for the confusion pair /La/ and /Na/. When the x-y co-
ordinates of the 30 sample points in ℜ( , ) = {(xi, yi)}45i=16 (refer Sec 9.1) are
employed, we obtain a 60-dimensional feature vector. However, extraction of the
robust localized features from ℜ( , ) leads to a 3-dimensional feature vector -
a 20 fold reduction in dimensionality. Moreover, this advantage is coupled with the
fact that the recognition performance is improved with a lower dimensional feature
vector. On similar lines, one can observe that the confusions in ( /mu/, /zhu/)
and ( /la/, /va/) are resolved to a greater extent by employing lower dimen-
sional feature vectors. With the proposed localized features, the experts achieve
a significant disambiguating performance on the confusion sets from the primary
classifier. This fact can be observed from the recognition rates in the second and
fourth columns. From the fifth column, we note that more than 60% of the errors
in each confusion pair have been rectified.

Table 9 presents the improvement in recognition of a few symbols after reeval-
uation. For nearly all the symbols listed, we observe an increase of more than 4%.
Across the 26926 samples in the testing set, an accuracy of 87.9% is reported with
the reevaluation strategies. Compared to the primary SVM classifier that reported
an accuracy of 86% (without reevaluation), this corresponds to a 1.9% increase in
recognition performance.

Figure 14 presents a few of the samples that were wrongly recognized by the
experts. The samples in (a) and (b) represent the symbol /zhu/. However, the
SVM trained with the proposed features in the reevaluation step favors /mu/ in
both the cases. The part of the trace enclosed by a circle in Figs (a) and (b) (that
describe /zhu/ ) are not captured by the proposed features, thereby leading to
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Table 9 Illustration of the error reduction rate of a few symbols from the IWFHR test set
with reevaluation strategies. The numbers listed are in %

Symbol Primary classifier Primary classifier+ Error reduction
performance reevaluation in (%) over primary classifier

/la/ 98.4 99.0 33
/va/ 94.9 98.3 66
/La/ 94.9 97.2 44.4
/Na/ 82.8 94.3 66.6

(VM of /ai/) 93.8 97.7 63.6

/ka/ 96.3 98.7 65

/ta/ 96.8 98.4 50

/mu/ 90.1 98.3 83

/zhu/ 95.2 97.6 50

/L/ 84.2 95.4 71.5

/N/ 84.6 97.8 85.7

/ki/ 91.0 98.8 71

/ci/ 85.7 96.7 76.9

the error. The pattern in Fig (c), which is supposed to be /La/ gets reevaluated
to /Na/. This error clearly arises due to the visual ambiguity of the handwritten
character. Finally, the pattern in Fig (d), which is /va/ gets recognized as
/la/. This error is attributed to the lesser value of the x -variance of sample points
in the region around the attention point.

10.3 Performance enhancement on the Word Database

Across the 10,000 words (comprising 53246 symbols), an improvement of 3.5% is
observed over the performance of the primary classifier (from 88.4% to 91.9%) by
incorporating the various strategies (Table 11). This improvement in turn reflects
in the word recognition rate, as shown in the second row. The word recognition
rate of 65.0% corresponds to that given by the primary SVM classifier (without
reevaluation).
A few sample words that have been wrongly classified by the primary classifier
but have been corrected by reevaluation are shown in Table 10. The erroneous
symbols output from the primary classifier are highlighted with a rectangle in
the third column. Appropriate strategies are invoked to correct them as described
above. The dot in the last symbol of the first word is wrongly recognized by the
SVM as a vowel modifier of /I/. However, it gets corrected by the reevaluation
strategy in Sec 7.1. Reevaluation of base consonants (Sec 6) aids in rectifying the
erroneous symbols in the second, third and fourth words. For the last word, the
disambiguation algorithm for the confusion pair /la/ and /va/ (Sec 9.2)
is invoked to resolve the error in the third symbol. As far as the fourth symbol
is concerned, reevaluation of base consonants described in Sec 6 together with
disambiguation of ( /La/ , /Na/) (Sec 9.1) ensure that the error is corrected.

We also analyzed the time complexity of the proposed reevaluation techniques.
Given a word comprising L segments, its recognition by the primary classifier alone
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 14 Examples of patterns that fail to get corrected by the proposed reevaluation tech-
niques.

(without any reevaluation strategy), involves a time complexity of O(L|V |). Here,
|V | represents the number of symbols being compared at each segment. In our case
we have |V | = 155. The incorporation of the reevaluation techniques adds to the
complexity of the overall system. Let Ci

T correspond to the number of confusions
for the symbol in the ith segment/ position of the word. Then one needs to make
Ci

T comparisons in the reevaluation step for that segment. Accordingly, with the
incorporation of reevaluation techniques to each segment in the word, we get the
overall complexity of the system as O(L|V |+

∑L
i=1 C

i
T ).

The primary classifier may, at times, wrongly recognize symbols, written with
a style infrequently encountered in the script. As an illustration, consider the
word in Fig. 15 (a), in which the first and fifth symbols, ( /pi/ and /li/ )
are written in an unconventional style. From the output, we observe that the first

symbol /pI/ from the primary classifier is corrected to /pi/ by employing the
strategy for the vowel modifiers described in Sec 7.2. However, the fifth symbol

/vi/ is wrongly recognized as /va/ by the primary SVM classifier. The
disambiguation strategy for the pair ( /la/, /va/) is invoked and the output
remains unchanged after this step. The reason behind this recognition error not
getting corrected to /vi/ is attributed to the fact that the symbols ( /va/,
/vi/) rarely get confused by the primary classifier, and hence are not a confusion
set in this work. Accordingly, there is no expert dedicated to the disambiguation
of /va/ from /vi/) (refer Sec 8).

For the word in (b), the first symbol /a/ is wrongly recognized as /cu/
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Table 10 Illustration of a few word samples, that have been wrongly recognized by the
primary SVM classifier but corrected with reevaluation.

Sl.No Input word primary classi- primary classifier+
fier output reevaluation output

1
/vIramI/ /vIram/

2
/kuzhanjtai/ /kuzhantai/

3
/rOrtu/ /rOntu/

4
/uyartilai/ /uyarnilai/

5
/iralaL/ /iravaN/

Table 11 Illustration of the error reduction rate on the word database after the reeevaluation
strategies. Number of words =10000. Number of symbols=53246.

Primary classifier Primary classifier+ Error reduction (in %)
performance reevaluation over primary classifier

Symbol recognition 88.4 91.9 30.2
rate

Word recognition 65.0 76.9 34
rate

due to the specific writing style being infrequently encountered. Owing to the fact
that the symbol pair ( /a/, /cu/ ) is not one of the confusion sets, there is no
expert proposed to disambiguate them (refer Sec 8). However, /cu/ is part of
the ( /ka/, /cu/) confusion set and hence this input symbol is wrongly sent
to the expert dealing with /ka/ and /cu/. Thus, in a very small number
of cases, due to some of the less frequent confusions of the primary classifier, the
input symbols land at the wrong expert. Hence, the recognition error can not get
corrected.

Note that, for both the words in (a) and (b), the misclassifications encountered
are not covered by the confusion sets considered.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 15 Illustration of recognition errors not handled by current reevaluation strategies. (a)
The first and fifth symbols in this word are written with an unconventional style. The first
symbol, belonging to /pi/ (in group G5), is assigned to /pI/ (in group G7) by the primary
classifier. Since the vowel modifiers of /i/ and /I/ of the CV combinations G5 and G7 get
frequently confused, this error is corrected with reevaluation by employing the strategy in
Sec 7.2. However, the fifth symbol /vi/ (also of group G5) is assigned to the base consonant
/va/ in G1. Since the symbols /vi/ and /va/ rarely get confused with each other, they are
not considered for disambiguation and hence this error is not corrected. (b)The first symbol
(which is supposed to be vowel /a/, is badly written, almost resembling the CV combination
/cu/. Hence, it is recognized as /cu/ only. Owing to the fact that these 2 symbols rarely get
confused with each other, this pair is not part of the confusion sets considered for reevaluation.
In other words, the misclassified symbols in the two words are not covered by the confusion
sets considered in this work.

11 Summary

In this article, various reevaluation strategies are proposed to reduce the Tamil
symbol error rate of the primary recognition system. In particular, with these
techniques, ambiguities arising in the base consonants, pure consonants and vowel
modifiers are resolved to a considerable extent. Secondly, to deal with confused
pairs, a DTW approach is proposed to automatically extract their discriminative
regions. Novel localized cues derived from these regions are fed to an appropriate
expert for subsequent disambiguation. The proposed features are shown to be quite
promising in improving the recognition of the confusion sets of Tamil symbols. It
is to be noted that we adopt a generic approach for recognizing words, without
involving the use of language models. Our main objective was to explore as to how
far we can go ahead in improving the recognition rate of the primary classifier, by
reevaluating symbols based on class-specific features.

It is important to remember that the training of the primary classifier, the
identification of the confusion sets and the training of the experts, have all been
achieved using the isolated symbols of the IWFHR dataset. However, all of them
work well in recognizing and disambiguating the symbols segmented from the
handwritten word database, which are from completely different individuals and
recorded many years later than that of the IWFHR dataset. This shows the scal-
ability of the proposed strategies to unseen data-sets.
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Appendix A: The complete list of Tamil characters

– Vowels

– Base Consonants

– Pure consonants

– CV combinations of vowel

– CV combinations of vowel
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– CV combinations of vowel

– CV combinations of vowel

– CV combinations of vowel

– CV combinations of vowel

– CV combinations of vowel
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– CV combinations of vowel

– CV combinations of vowel

– CV combinations of vowel

– CV combinations of vowel

– Additional characters


